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Abstract—With the popularity of digital technology, digitiza-
tion of data files has become extremely common, for ensuring
safety and convenience of data storage, geographically dispersed
and distributed backup systems are widely used for individuals.
But individuals are sensitive to storage capacity in most situation,
this research will adopt duplication exclusion technique, to avoid
excessive storage of duplicate data, ultimately achieve savings in
storage capacity. The effectiveness of proposal will be verified
through experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of network, more and more individuals
data is adopted digital storage, but digital data facing many
risks, such as operation mistake, virus and hardware malfunc-
tion. For avoiding these risks, data backup is necessary, and for
adding security, distributed backup systems are widely used.

But individuals usually require simplified operations and
low resource occupation. In order to achieve this goal, agent
technology is an effective solution. This research will adopt
duplication exclusion technique to save storage capacity and
use WHOIS retrieve service in order to dynamically select
remote node.

II. DASH AGENT FRAMEWORK

This chapter will explain agent framework that used in this
research. Agent technology is an integrated computer system
that operates in a specific environment. Agent framework
can provide components to assist developers build customized
agent systems. In this research, DASH [1], Distributed Agent
System based on Hybrid architecture, is adopted.

A. Overview

DASH includes two main parts: The management server, be
responsible for generating and managing agents with reposi-
tory; The agents and workplace, are responsible for processing
specific tasks.

When user requests service, framework will send the request
to management server, then, repository will be based on
content of request to build agent, and to organize the agent
that processes user’s tasks on the workplace. The schematic
diagram of DASH is Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Repository based agent framework.

B. DASH Agent

The DASH agent will be generated by specific description
script, the processing module of agent will control the process-
ing flow based on it. The environment in which agent works is
called workplace, it can exchange information with other agent
groups and process tasks based on the behavioral knowledge
stored in each agent.

Based on the state change of the workplace, the agent will
automatically process the task set by script.

C. Name Server

Name server is the management module of DASH, only one
name server be used in DASH agent cluster. It storages two
main parts information: environmental information and agent
information.

III. EXISTING DISTRIBUTED BACKUP SYSTEM

This chapter will introduce some representative individuals
data distributed backup systems.

A. Dropbox

The Dropbox [2], is a service that Dropbox, Inc. offers.
It provides online storage space, user can transfer files using
the network between remote server and local file system. In a
free account, Dropbox storage space is 2 GB, and in a paid
account, storage space is 1 TB.

B. CrashPlan

Crashplan [3],is free software that supports distributed
backup for individuals. It provides redundant function, but this
function is just the simplest redundant storage method, system
will create data copy on each node of the cluster.



C. Problems

The third party distributed backup system only support a
small amount of operations, users cannot adjust the details
of the system according to their requirement, and it’s often
difficult for developers to adapt systems to different situations.

But adopting the DASH framework, it’s possible to simply
modify some specific agents to adapt to different requirements
without affecting other parts of the system.

IV. RELATED RESEARCH

The related research [4], composed of three parts: dis-
tributed backup system, automatic backup start up mechanism
and DASH integration. Because of new proposal based on
the related research, so, this section will make the necessary
explanations for the related research system and experimental
results.

A. Distributed backup system

The backup process include encryption and redundant stor-
age, the restore process include decryption and file combina-
tion, system flow will be explained in the following.

Backup:
• Getting resource information from server, to select re-

dundancy rate and data transfer remote node, after that,
encryption agent will encrypt file.

• File combination and redundancy agent will split file (the
divided part is called block) to create redundant data.

• Transmission agent will transfer the processed data, and
record backup information to system database.

Restore:
• Management agent will search requested blocks of sys-

tem database, and transmission agent will transfer these
blocks.

• File combination and redundancy agent will reorganize
the file.

• Encryption agent will decrypt file and finish restore
process.

The schematic diagram of system flow is Fig.2.

Fig. 2. The related system flow.

B. Problems

Based on the related research, this research will focus on
improving the two parts:

In the related system, when files needs to be backed up
again due to update, the adopted redundancy algorithm will
re-back up the entire file, if some files are updated frequently,
backup files will consume a lot of storage capacity.

On the other hand, the different DASH workplaces may
exist on one node, and the order of candidate list just based
on the simple rule. It means system will make unreasonable
backup operations, such as sending all backup files to one node
and selecting the node with the smallest storage capacity or
the largest transmission delay.

For solving above problems, this research will import repeat
exclusion mechanism and more flexible backup node selection
mechanism.

V. PROPOSAL

A. Duplicate exclusion

The basic thought is when a file that had been backed up
(blocks of this files has been saved on multiple nodes) be
updated, just update blocks which include updated content.
In order to achieve this goal, proposal will adopt variable-
length file segmentation algorithm and content verification
mechanism. Other important changes on the original system
will also be explained.

1) CDC [5]: For filtering updated blocks, proposal system
introduces new dispersal algorithm, called CDC (Content
Defined Chunking), this algorithm determines blocks based on
content fingerprint (Hash implementation), when some parts
of original file be changed, the CDC algorithm can find them,
and can keep other blocks are not affected. The database will
storage content fingerprint.

The Hash calculation adopted K&R algorithm [6], to im-
prove the efficiency of CDC algorithm.

2) The specific implementation of CDC: In actual situ-
ations, if no additional restrictions on CDC algorithm, the
results of the CDC algorithm are often unsatisfactory.

The three important parameters are: minimum length, max-
imum length and window size. The minimum length and
maximum length can avoid blocking too large or too small,
because of it’s hard to predict the Hash match frequency of
CDC, and window size will influence Hash match frequency.
In most of situations, avoiding the matching frequency be too
high or too low is important.

The above parameters were tested in the common range, and
combined reference [7], the parameter settings are as follows:

• Minimum length: 4 MB
• Maximum length: unlimited
• Window size: 32 Byte
3) Combined with the original system: The first update

is introducing the duplicate exclusion mechanism into the
backup process, in the backup process of section IV.A, the
duplication exclusion process will be executed between steps
two and three. There are two different situations in duplication



exclusion process, if data have not backed up, then upload all
data directly, Otherwise, to process duplication exclusion first,
upload necessary data afterwards.

After that, only changed blocks what will be transported.
And the encryption process is changed to after duplicate
execution. The reason will make explanation in the following.

The other part is the block allocation method, because of
dispersion algorithm changed, the number of blocks will far
exceed the number of nodes, the original function is expired.

So the new process will be adopted: Generating blocks first,
and using every block number modulo number of nodes, the
remainder is the node number that block will be saved.

Fig. 3. Blocks allocation method.

In Fig.3, source file is divided into six blocks and there are
three backup nodes, left two blocks in every node are based on
remainder, the right two blocks are redundant storage, in this
example, to select any two nodes will complete file recovery.

Because of encryption process will change the segmentation
result, and blocks allocation based on segmentation result,
so, the encryption process must be completed after the CDC
algorithm.

B. Backup node selection

For avoiding unreasonable backup node selection, the
WHOIS [8] retrieve service was introduced into the system
to support backup node selection.

1) Google geocoder [9]: Based on the judgment of node
position, system can use Google geocoder to calculate distance
between local and remote node. WHOIS can get the node
location name by IP address, and use this name can get it’s
latitude and longitude by Google geocoder, after that, the
distance from the node can be calculated by the spherical
trigonometry method [10].

2) Backup node selection scheme: The backup node selec-
tion scheme is based on distance, number of times the node
has been backed up and remaining capacity of the node, the
detail is following:

• Determining the number of backup nodes required,
recorded as n .

• Calculating the distance between the local and other
nodes, and selecting remote nodes to avoid storage in
too close nodes.

• Selecting at least n nodes with fewer backups times. If
candidate node more than n, then, further screening by
distance.

• If candidate node less than n, then from the nodes with
more backups, to select nodes with a large remaining
storage capacity.

C. DASH agents configuration

For managing and executing functions of proposal, DASH
will provide four main agents:

• Split/Joint Agent: It will surveillance the workplace,
when new files move or modify in the workplace, it will
read these files data and create blocks of these files. When
some blocks will move into local workplace from remote
nodes, this agent will stitch these blocks to restore file.
The functionality of CDC is integrated in this agent.

• Duplication Agent: When new file’s blocks will be up-
loaded, duplication agent will search the file backup
message in the database, if it not existed, all blocks
will be uploaded, otherwise, this agent will process these
blocks to remove the duplicate part.

• Encrypt/Decrypted Agent: To encrypt upload blocks or
decrypt restore blocks.

• Transfer Agent: This agent will select the appropriate
remote backup nodes dynamically, and decide how to
allocate redundant data. The functionality of backup node
selection and blocks allocations method are integrated in
this agent.

D. System Overview

Merging duplication exclusion and redundant storage mech-
anism, can give the overall flow chart of the system in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. The system flow.

The other parts of Backup/Restore process that not ex-
plained in this chapter are same as related research.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

A. Evaluation of duplicate exclusion

The experiment of duplicate exclusion focus on duplicate
exclusion rate and backup time.

The tested file detail is in the TABLE I.
The duplicate exclusion experiment adopted local a com-

puter, the detail of it in the follows:



TABLE I
TESTED FILES

File size Original file Changed content
about 500KB pptx file with 15 slides 5 new slides be added
about 10MB about 1 minute MP4 file new sound track be added

about 100MB about 25 minute MP4 file new sound track be added
about 1GB about 25 minute MP4 file new sound track be added

Local computer:
• OS: Windows 7 Home Premium 64 bit
• CPU: Intel(R) i7-3770K CPU @3.5 GHz
• Memory: 8GB
The experiment just test the duplicate exclusion algorithm’s

effect and efficiency, in the first time, no any backed up
blocks in nodes, and the next backup will use the changed
file. The duplicate exclusion rate is the number of not changed
blocks divide number of all blocks after second backup process
completed, the result in TABLE II.

TABLE II
DUPLICATION EXCLUSION RATE(%)

500KB 10MB 100MB 1GB
65.7% 53.1% 25.3% 78.1%

And the result of time requirement is TABLE III.

TABLE III
TIME REQUIREMENT(S)

500KB 10MB 100MB 1GB
Related research 1.42 3.08 19.07 202.51

First time 3.07 4.94 22.93 260.27
Second time 5.61 5.95 20.69 182.88

The result shows the effectiveness of duplication exclusion
mechanism on duplicate exclusion rate, due to the introduction
of additional processing, the time requirement increased.

But starting from the second time, the related system will
also use same time as first, and the proposal system will
save time. The local experiment ignores network transmission
time, the more significant experiment results will be shown in
system overall experiment.

B. System overall experiment

The experiment of entire system adopts same files on the
above, the backup requirement node is 2 and backup nodes
are changed to remote nodes, the other conditions keep same.
The remote nodes arrangement is in TABLE IV.

TABLE IV
REMOTE NODES ARRANGEMENT

Available HDD Capacity Distance
Remote Computer 1 1730GB 510.5km
Remote Computer 2 52GB 347.5km
Remote Computer 3 773GB 0

The node selection result in TABLE V.

TABLE V
NODE SELECTION

First Remote Computer 1
Second Remote Computer 2
Third Remote Computer 1
Fourth Remote Computer 2

The result is in line with expectations, the node selection
mechanism works fine, and the time required is as TABLE VI.

TABLE VI
TIME REQUIREMENT(S)

500KB 10MB 100MB 1GB
Related research 2.82 10.27 81.66 885.90

First time 2.77 9.83 83.34 894.91
Second time 2.12 6.46 60.70 699.36

In the first time backup, the proposal system basically
consistent with the results of the related research, but in second
time backup, the duplication exclusion mechanism played a
significant role, in many case, the backup time is shorted
significantly.

VII. CONCLUSION

Based on the experiment result, it can be confirmed that
the proposal is effective with the improvement on the original
system. Using the duplication exclusion mechanism, after the
file has been updated multiple times, the system can save a lot
of time and storage capacity, and node selection mechanism
can also avoid backup data centralized storage.

In the future work, reducing memory usage, adopting dis-
tributed database and improving system stability are main
tasks.
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